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In June 2019, CNEC was granted a one-year 

no-cost extension. Since then, the consortium 

has continued to consolidate its status as a 

preeminent research and education hub that 

enables technologies and create talent to 

address nonproliferation’s grandest  

emerging challenges. 

While CNEC did not host its annual workshop/

advisory board meeting this year, we have 

stayed the course of delivering on our vision. 

During the summer, CNEC helped organize 

and participated in NNSA’s annual University 

Program Review, which was hosted in Raleigh, 

NC. As usual, students participated in summer 

internships at various national laboratories 

as well as other nonproliferation related 

entities. CNEC also led another round of Device 

Assembly Facility experiments at the Nevada 

National Security Site. 

CNEC started the fall semester with robust 

work in its thrust areas, which have brought 

us through to the current spring semester. 

Signatures and Observables has focused 

on response time characterization of thin 

film organic scintillators, data-enhanced 

detection methods, radiation dosimetry, and 

pyroprocessing development. Simulation, 

Analysis, and Modeling has continued 

work on isolating a radiation point source 

in an urban environment, development of 

surrogate models and statistical inference 

techniques for the urban search problem, 

coupled deterministic-Monte Carlo transport 

simulation, and background estimation. Data 

Fusion and Analytic Techniques has worked 

on evaluation of deep learning architectures 

and surrogate based mutual information 

approximation for urban source localization. 

The work of our Replacement of Dangerous 

Radiological Sources thrust has centered on 

oil-well machine source application, x-ray 

machine source capability improvements,  

dirty bomb contamination research, and 

mobile scintillator-based detection hardware. 

Although this is CNEC’s final year of operation, 

researchers have continued to make strides in 

doing the work that the consortium committed 

to almost six years ago. To that end, members 

of our research community continue to engage 

in collaborative efforts with national laboratory 

partners as well as other university partners. 

Some of the interesting collaborations that 

have developed have centered on machine 

learning, artificial intelligence, and data fusion 

with LLNL, ORNL, LANL, and PNNL. Other 

evolving collaborations have pulled together 

researchers in the Nuclear Engineering, 

Mathematics and Statistics Departments, 

and Radiological Sciences from two partner 

universities for a deeper look into surrogate 

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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Our Vision
Create a preeminent research and education hub dedicated to the development 

of enabling technologies and technical talent for meeting the present and future 

grand challenges of nuclear nonproliferation.
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Through an intimate mix of innovative research and development (R&D) and 

education activities, CNEC will enhance national capabilities in the detection and 

characterization of special nuclear material (SNM) and facilities processing SNM 

to enable the U.S. to meet its international nonproliferation goals, as well as to 

investigate the replacement of radiological sources so that they could not be 

misappropriated and used in dirty bombs or other deleterious uses.
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Retrospective by CNEC Chief Scientist 
Prof. John Mattingly, CNEC Chief Scientist, NC State University

CNEC’s team: 
Over the course of the first five years, our 

faculty investigators more than doubled in 

number, but more importantly, the students 

conducting research for CNEC more than 

tripled. Cumulatively, CNEC has engaged 

over 200 university researchers from seven 

fields: Computer Science, Electrical and 

Computer Engineering, Mathematics, Nuclear 

Engineering, Physics, Political Science, and 

Statistics. By the 2018/2019 academic year, 

the student-to-faculty ratio was greater than 

3:1 (closer to 4:1, actually), and the consortium 

research was conducted by both graduate and 

undergraduate students in a proportion of 

about 1.6:1. I believe these statistics reveal the 

primary reason the CNEC faculty were able to 

develop such substantive bodies of work over 

the last five years: they made the consortium 

about the students.

Continued from page 1  

models and statistical inference methods as well 

as transport simulations. Our consortium has 

fostered these connections and hopes that they 

will continue beyond our projected end date. 

CNEC is moving forward as we prepare to  

host an additional set of distinguished lectures 

online and a workshop on the application of 

TOPAS and Geant4 for time-dependent models 

and timing of event-based output from sensors 

in pulsed neutron experiments. In addition,  

we plan to showcase our work yet again  

during NNSA’s annual University Program 

Review scheduled for June 9-11, 2020, in 

Knoxville, Tennessee. 

As we begin to wind down our activities and 

hand the baton back to NNSA and the other 

remaining consortia, we would like to offer 

our readers an overview of our work over the 

past few years. We are proud of the results we 

collectively achieved and are pleased to share 

them with you in this, CNEC’s final newsletter.

As we near the completion of CNEC’s sixth and final year of operation, I think it’s 

worthwhile to reflect on everything the consortium has accomplished. Our 

thrust area leads will discuss what they perceive to be some of their teams’ most 

significant accomplishments, and our national laboratory partners will describe the 

impact of their partnerships with CNEC’s universities. Before that, though, I would 

like to review for all the CNEC faculty and students the accomplishments you made 

establishing a sustainable pipeline of new professional researchers. I hope you’re 

favorably impressed – it was your work, after all.

CNEC’s Research Team

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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Retrospective by CNEC Chief Scientist Continued from page 3

CNEC’s students: 
During the first five years, CNEC students earned 65 degrees, primarily at the graduate level, with 

32 Ph.D.s, 25 Master’s degrees, and 8 Bachelor’s degrees spanning all the disciplines comprising 

CNEC. CNEC students conducted over 100 internships at 10 national laboratories, and they came from 

every discipline within CNEC. Approximately a quarter of CNEC Bachelor’s and Master’s graduates 

continued to pursue higher degrees in graduate school, and a few went to work at other universities. 

Most importantly, nearly half our graduates left academia to work at a national laboratory, in the US 

government, or for a non-government organization supporting nuclear nonproliferation.

Human capital development: 
The competitive graduate fellowship program established by the consortium ultimately 

supported the PhD research of 13 outstanding students, 5 of whom conducted their graduate 

research at universities that were not originally partners in the consortium. The interdisciplinary 

Nuclear Engineering/Political Science graduate certificate program in Nuclear Nonproliferation 

Science and Policy has graduated 12 students since it was established Fall semester 2016; the 

graduates include students from Nuclear Engineering, Political Science, and Mathematics. 

Finally, CNEC conducted a landmark 5-year-long campaign of experiments with Category I 

Special Nuclear Material at the Device Assembly Facility in the Nevada Nuclear Security Site. 

The experiments were supported by Los Alamos National Laboratory, and every one of the 18 

experiments was conceived, planned, and executed by CNEC faculty, students, and post-docs  

from 6 of our partner universities.

CNEC Student Post-graduate Placement

CNEC Student National Laboratory Internships
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Outreach and dissemination: 
CNEC also supported a program that engages high school students in a Young Investigators 

Program in nuclear science and engineering (NS&E) and another program to educate high school 

teachers on college undergraduate study programs and professional career opportunities in 

NS&E. CNEC students and faculty worked assiduously to get the word out about their research: 

they published 141 journal articles, 279 conference papers, 57 theses and dissertations, and 

delivered 236 seminars to other universities and national laboratories. Over the life of the 

consortium, CNEC students and their faculty advisers received over 100 awards for their work 

and publications. Furthermore, the consortium also engaged a broader community of scientists  

by organizing special sessions on nuclear nonproliferation research and applications at meetings 

of the American Nuclear Society and IEEE and recurring topical conferences including the 

Symposium on Radiation Measurements and Applications (SORMA) and Industrial Radioisotope  

and Radiation Measurement Applications (IRRMA).

All these accomplishments enabled the consortium to establish substantive, sustainable 

partnerships between faculty and students in multiple disciplines, with scientists at national 

laboratories, and with our broader peer community of researchers. The extent of the 

consortium’s impact also continues to grow; much of the work begun by our university  

and laboratory partners continues at the labs and in NNSA’s new academic consortia.

CNEC Thrust Area Accomplishments
Data Fusion and Analytic Techniques (DFAT) Thrust Area
Prof. Alyson Wilson, DFAT Leader, NC State University

The Data Fusion and Analytic Techniques (DFAT) 

thrust area focuses on the development of 

methods that fuse data from multiple sources to 

provide a more complete picture of proliferation 

events and networks. Over the course of our 

five years, we have had five investigators, all 

from North Carolina State University: Alyson 

Wilson, Thrust Lead, Department of Statistics, 

whose interest is in combining multiple sources 

of information to make inferences and quantify uncertainty; Nagiza Samatova, 

Department of Computer Science, whose interest is in graph analytics; Hamid 

Krim, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, whose interests are in  

principled frameworks for multi-modality data fusion; Eric Laber, Department of 

Statistics, whose interest is in data-driven decision making; and Raju Vatsavai, 

Department of Computer Science, whose interest is in image and geospatial analytics.

One of the projects that Prof. Wilson’s team worked on with Los Alamos National 

Laboratory (LANL) was geotag imputation for social media – specifically Twitter. 

Social media can be used to enrich the understand of events of interest, but 

there must be a way to connect events to, for example, Twitter. One of the  

best ways to make the connection is by using geographic proximity. 

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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Data Fusion and Analytic Techniques (DFAT) Continued from page 5

However, roughly 1% of tweets are geotagged. The project used a hybrid model combining 

tweet content and network analysis to geolocate tweets and estimate uncertainty. The method 

significantly reduced the mean and median error from the estimated and true location of the tweet. 

This work was published in J. Bakerman, K. Pazdernik, A. Wilson, R. Bahran, G. Fairchild (2018), 

Twitter Geolocation: A Hybrid Approach, ACM Transactions on Knowledge Discovery from Data.

Another project that Prof. Wilson’s team undertook with LANL was using machine learning to 

identify key factors in chemical forensics for U3O8 materials. Chemical signatures correlated with 

uranium oxide processing are of interest to forensic science for inferring sample provenance. 

Identification of temporal changes in chemical structures of process uranium materials as a 

function of controlled temperatures and relative humidities may provide additional information 

regarding sample history. In this study, a total of 81 U3O8 materials were prepared under various 

reaction conditions: precipitation temperature, calcination temperature, pH of precipitate, urea 

concentration, precipitate method, and initial uranium source. Following material creation, 

powder X-ray diffraction (p-XRD) and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) 

were used to identify the chemical and metallic impurities of the samples. The analysis uses 

regression and classification data mining trees to predict each reaction condition using both sets 

of impurities. A subset of the metallic impurities is consistently chosen as explanatory variables. 

These signatures assist in determining the provenance and history of unknown samples. 

Prof. Laber’s team has focused on developing methodology and algorithms for cooperative 

search strategies for pursuing adversarial evaders in collaboration with Pacific Northwest 

National Laboratory (PNNL). Pursuit-evasion is a multi-agent sequential decision problem where 

a group of agents, known as pursuers, coordinate their traversal of a spatial domain to locate 

an agent trying to evade them. Learning to optimally coordinate pursuer behaviors to minimize 

time to capture of the evader is challenging because of a large action space and sparse noisy 

state information; consequently, previous approaches have relied primarily on heuristics. Prof. 

Laber’s team has developed a variant of Thompson Sampling for pursuit-evasion that allows for 

the application of existing model-based planning algorithms. This approach is general in that 

it allows for an arbitrary number of pursuers, a general spatial domain, and the integration of 

auxiliary information provided by informants. This work has been submitted for publication.

Prof. Samatova’s group worked jointly 

with PNNL on a project using network 

analytics to identify signatures of money  

laundering. Bitcoin exchanges operate 

between digital and fiat currency 

networks and provide an opportunity 

to connect real-world identities to 

pseudonymous addresses, an important 

task for anti-money laundering efforts. 

The work focused on how to characterize, 

understand, and identify patterns 

centered around exchanges in the context 

of a directed hypergraph model for Bitcoin transactions. This work was published in S. Ranshous, C. 

Joslyn, S. Kreyling, K. Nowak, N. Samatova, C. West, S. Winters (2017), Exchange Pattern Mining in 

the Bitcoin Transaction Directed Hypergraph, Financial Cryptography and Data Security.
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Prof. Krim’s group has proposed a novel approach for 

heterogeneous sensor and data-level fusion. This was 

formalized by introducing a notion of an Information  

Space where all data (regardless of the modality) are 

projected prior to being fused around some optimal 

criterion to achieve some specific objective. For example, 

this allows for the fusion of social media with electro-

optical and other multi-spectral imagery, to develop  

inference algorithms. This work appeared in H. Wang, E. 

Skau, H. Krim, G. Cervone (2018), Fusing Heterogeneous 

Data: A Case for Remote Sensing and Social Media. 

IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing. 

Subsequent work with Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

(ORNL) and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL) has refined the initial 

methodologies and scaled the algorithms to large data sets. Sally Ghanem, a Ph.D. student 

in Prof. Krim’s lab, received the award for Best Student National Laboratory Collaboration 

during the 2019 University Program Review for her contributions to multi-modal data fusion.

Simulation, Analysis, and Modeling (SAM) Thrust Area
Prof. Ralph Smith, SAM Leader, NC State University

The SAM thrust focused on developing novel simulation, modeling and analysis methods to 

predict characteristics of observable signals from special nuclear materials (SNM). A significant 

collaborative program focused on the challenge problem of isolating a radiation source in 

a cluttered, noisy urban environment. This problem evolved from discussion involving the 

Advisory Board, external experts, potential end users, and the sponsor and it provided a broad 

problem that facilitated collaboration between the SAM, DFAT and S&O thrusts. In SAM, the 

challenge problem was addressed vie three synergistic tasks: statistical inference methods 

for source localization, estimation of background, and the development of tightly-coupled 

deterministic and Monte Carlo radiation transport codes. 

Complementary research focused on the  

development and implementation of algorithms 

to determine whether nuclear fuel rods are 

missing or compromised, and the design and 

fabrication of SiC and diamond detectors for 

a DAF experiment. Aspects of this research 

were presented by SAM graduate students, 

postdocs and faculty at the annual NNSA 

University Program Reviews as well as the 

2018 SAM Schubert Review at NCSU.

The team investigating statistical inference 

techniques has focused on a hierarchy of models. These included 3-D high-fidelity Monte Carlo 

N-Particle (MCNP6.1) simulations performed at the University of Michigan by Brian Kiedrowski

and his students – as shown in the figure, a moderate-fidelity 2-D ray tracing model, and lower-

fidelity surrogate models investigated by PhD students and postdocs at NCSU.

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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Simulation, Analysis, and Modeling (SAM) Thrust Area
Continued from page 7.

Whereas the MCNP6.1 simulations provide significant resolution, the 

hours-long runtimes preclude Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 

Bayesian inference, which require thousands to millions of model 

evaluations. This was addressed through the development of Gaussian 

process (GP) and neural network (NN) surrogate models, constructed 

and verified using the MCNP simulations, which run in hundredths 

of a second. The objective with the 2-D ray-tracing and line-of-sight 

models is to incorporate sufficient physics to localize the source and 

infer background while providing the efficiency required for Bayesian 

inference and mutual information-based experimental design for fixed  

and moving sensor networks.

Additionally, experiments validating the Bayesian source localization 

algorithms were performed at ORNL by NCSU PhD student Jason 

Hite under the direction of 

John Mattingly, NCSU Nuclear 

Engineering. The figures  

illustrate the experimental  

setup at ORNL; MCMC-based 

Bayesian inference was used to 

construct posterior distributions 

for the source location and 

isolate the radiation source 

within a few meters. 

In a significant collaboration between SAM and DFAT, NCSU Statistics 

PhD students Isaac Michaud and Drew Hollis, under the co-direction 

Ralph Smith (Mathematics) and Eric Laber and Alyson Wilson (Statistics) 

investigated the use of mutual information-based experimental design 

strategies for the radiation source localization problem. The objective 

is to determine sensor configurations that maximize information 

regarding a source location and intensity while minimizing uncertainty. 

We illustrate in the figure sensor locations that maximize the mutual 

information for a given source location. 

Research on background estimation was pursued from two perspectives. 

In the first, a team comprised of researchers at Purdue University 

(Poly-Lydia Lagari and Alexis Verney-Provatas under the direction of 

Lefteri Tsoukalas) and the University of Texas at San Antonio (Miltos 

Alamaniotis) developed machine learning algorithms to infer background 

radiation in various settings. This included the development of a novel 

framework that combines kernel-based Gaussian processes (GP) with 

fuzzy logic. A second investigation at NCSU focused on the simultaneous 

estimation of background and a radiation source location using 

hierarchical Bayesian statistical models.

Source Localization 
Experiment at ORNL
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A significant thrust throughout the CNEC program focused on the 

development of algorithms and software to facilitate fast and accurate 

computation of radiation detector responses from shielded radioactive 

or nuclear material. The Monte Carlo Hammer codebase, developed 

at the University of Michigan by Brian Kiedrowski and his students, 

has been successfully used to provide low-order collided sources to 

the deterministic unstructured mesh discrete ordinates code THOR 

developed at NCSU by Yousry Azmy and his PhD students. The 

collaboration demonstrated a proof-of-concept of the idea of using  

a low-order Monte Carlo solution to mitigate discrete ordinates ray 

effects, which are numerical artifacts that arise from the deterministic 

solution process.

Throughout the program, Abdellah Ahmidouch, Modeste Tchakoua 

Tchouaso, and the team at NC A&T State University investigated the 

design and fabrication of novel diamond radiation detectors for fast 

neutron detection. This research included the design of portable  

sensing devices and development of algorithms to effectively analyze 

detector signals. The team also employed GEANT4 simulations to 

investigate the interaction of a scintillation detector with gamma  

rays and neutrons from various sources.

The impact of a national laboratory interaction on SAM research is 

exemplified by the research of NCSU PhD student Eva Brayfindley. This 

 research broadly focused on defect detection for spent fuel in wet 

storage as initiated during Eva’s summer internship at PNNL working 

under the direction of Dr. Robert Brigantic. Eva’s research focused on the 

development and implementation of algorithms to fuse Digital Cerenkov 

Viewing Device (DCVD) data with Gamma emission tomography (GET) 

data to improve defect detection capabilities without prohibitively 

raising detector costs. By employing fused Bayesian Neighborhood 

Component Analysis (BNCA), she significantly improved the capability  

of identifying defects while decreasing false positive predictions.

Sequential Optimal 
Detector Placement 
using Mutual Information

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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The Signatures and Observables thrust area focuses on improving existing  

and future detector systems by conducting multi-disciplinary research in 

uncertainty quantification and by analyzing individual sensor systems. 

This was conducted in the context of the “Urban Source Search” grand 

challenge, which aims to locate a point source of radiation in an urban 

environment containing fluctuating background and nuisance sources.

S&O was initially driven by Thrust Area Lead Prof. Clair Sullivan at UIUC. 

In summer 2017, Prof. Kathryn Huff became Thrust Area Lead. During 

that time, S&O has included many investigators at multiple institutions. 

Over the course of our five years, S&O involved investigators from 

NCSU, UIUC, Georgia Tech, and Purdue. These have included Clair 

Sullivan (UIUC), Rizwan Uddin (UIUC), Kathryn Huff (UIUC), Shiva 

Abbaszadeh (UIUC), Nolan Hertel (Georgia Institute of Technology), 

Bernard Kippelen (Georgia Institute of Technology), Canek Fuentes-

Hernandes (Georgia Institute of Technology), Lefteri Tsoukalas (Purdue), 

Miltos Alamaniotis (Purdue), Chan Choi (Purdue), Rob Hayes (NCSU),  

and John Mattingly (NCSU).

For S&O, a signal is defined to be data obtained from a single sensor. 

Traditionally, a “sensor” in nuclear nonproliferation measures an 

emission from a material or facility, e.g., ionizing radiation, effluent, or 

radio frequency. However, we have treated signals in a broader context, 

to not only include the aforementioned traditional sensors, but also 

to include data streams such as open-source big data. CNEC faculty, 

students, and other researchers worked to identify relevant signatures 

and observables and conduct basic research on quantifying signal and 

noise. Since the signal to noise ratio of nuclear proliferation signatures is 

expected to be small, it is important that clear understandings of signals, 

noise, and background be developed to address the challenge problem.

At Purdue, Prof. Lefteri Tsoukalas, Prof. Chan Choi, and Prof. Miltos 

Alamaniotis engaged in new projects and algorithms for signal analysis. 

These included signal analyses involving wavelets and fuzzy algorithms, 

intelligent algorithms for analysis of gamma ray spectra, methods for 

radiation transport simulation and modeling.

At UIUC, faculty and their students developed technologies to enable  

radiation sensor networks including visualization in virtual environments, 

machine learning algorithms for single source detection, radiation hard 

quartz-based detectors for high energy photons, and fuel cycle facility 

modeling for safeguards sensitivity evaluation. Major accomplishments 

included visualization of sensor data with augmented and virtual reality, 

collection and analysis of data via networked and mobile detectors, and 

identification of signatures and observables in the nuclear fuel cycle.

Signatures and Observables (S&O)
Prof. Kathryn Huff, S&O Leader, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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In Prof. Huff’s group, Greg Westphal developed methods for estimating 

signatures and observables of expected and nefarious activities at fuel  

cycle facilities. In particular, a medium fidelity generic model of a 

pyroprocessing facility was developed to simulate a variety of facility 

configurations and diversion scenarios. Rather than only tracking exact 

material production, Pyre uses signatures and observables such as 

operating temperature, pressure, and current to mimic the capabilities 

of International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspections and aid 

identification of nefarious fuel cycles, or shadow fuel cycles. Through his 

MS thesis on this topic, student Greg Westphal verified these capabilities 

in a transition scenario from the current US fuel cycle to a sodium fast 

reactor closed fuel cycle. Key operating parameters were determined 

through sensitivity analysis of this scenario, monitoring isotopic changes 

in material unaccounted for. This work concluded that facility parameters 

which increase interaction between the salt eutectic and waste stream, 

such as those in the electrorefiner, have more impact on material 

unaccounted for (MUF) as shown below.

Meanwhile, in Prof. Abbaszadeh’s group, Greg Romanchek investigated 

isotope identification algorithms that battle the challenge of limited 

dwell times, fluctuating backgrounds, significant distance between the 

detector and the source, weak source activity, and the low sensitivity 

of mobile detectors. A recent publication, “Kernel-based Gaussian 

process for anomaly detection in sparse gamma-ray data,” published 

in PLOS ONE is representative of this work. In that paper, the group 

presented a statistical algorithm for source estimation and anomaly 

detection under such conditions. This algorithm employed a fixed-

hyperparameter Gaussian processes regression methodology with a 

linear innovation sequence scheme in order to quickly update an ongoing 

source distribution estimate with no prior training required. The paper 

evaluated the effectiveness of this approach for anomaly detection using 

background spectra collected with a Kromek D3S and simulated source 

spectrum and hyperparameters defined by detector characteristics and 

information derived from collected spectra. The group attained an area 

under the ROC curve of 0.902 for identifying sparse source peaks within  

a sparse gamma ray spectrum and achieved a true positive rate of 93% 

when selecting the optimum thresholding value derived from the ROC curve.

In Pyre, key 
measurement  
points for future 
pyroprocessing  
facilities were  
identified with 
sensitivity analysis 
performed over  
the primary  
sub-processes  
(above, the 
electrorefiner)

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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At the Georgia Institute of Technology, the team led by Bernard Kippelen  

has made transformational advances in organic photodiodes and their  

characterization. Through the work in this team, organic thin-film 

transistors are being used to provide amplification in novel organic 

photodetectors essential to the development of novel radiation  

detectors for dosimetry. Responsivity and detectivity in organic 

photodiodes developed in this work were demonstrated to outperform 

existing technology. This class of photodiodes, however, is characterized  

by slow response time. The Georgia Tech. team has accordingly 

investigated potential design choices to improve response time. 

By constructing thinner devices with ALD treatment and electrical 

doping, dark current was reduced along with response time. A novel 

organic photodetector geometry integrating an organic photodiode 

into an organic thin-film transistor structure has been demonstrated 

and characterization completed. Recent results from this effort have 

demonstrated that organic photodiodes have reached a level of 

performance that rivals that of silicon in all metrics except response time. 

Additionally, recent advances in Bi-containing materials bring the team 

closer to the goal to develop organic-hybrid radiation sensitive field effect 

transistors (RADFETs). The figure below is from their January 2018 paper.

(A) The structure of top-gate bottom-contact μc-OTFTs with gate dielectric
layers of CYTOP/NL. The semiconductor layers of A_33 and C_33 are TIPS-
pentacene/PTAA blend and diF-TES-ADT/PTAA blend, respectively. (B) Transfer
characteristics of as-fabricated μc-OTFTs of A_33 (left) and C_33 (right). (C)
Electrical parameters of A_33, C_33, and B_44. (D) Environmental stability under
continuous dc-bias stress for μc-OTFTs under different ambient conditions.

Reproduced from Xiaojia Jia et al. Sci Adv 2018.

Signatures and Observables (S&O)
Continued from page 11.
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Surface mount 
resistor design

Replacement of Dangerous Radiological 
Sources (RDRS)
Prof. Walter McNeil, RDRS Leader, Kansas State University

D-T source utilization in oil-well logging
The RDRS Thrust Area demonstrated an extension of capability in the use of pulsed D-T neutron 

generators for Oil-Well logging by leveraging the Monte Carlo Library Least Squares (MCLLS) 

technique implemented at NCSU. The technique inspects characteristic gamma-rays produced  

in the geological formation during neutron irradiation. Determining hydrogen content and 

material composition is an inverse problem with multiple unknowns, solved by leveraging  

Monte-Carlo generated sensor response templates rather than experimentally obtained 

templates. This method has the potential to replace radiological neutron sources as well as 

gamma-ray sources used in industry. Relying on simulation demanded that experimental 

benchmarking and validation be included in its development.

Experimental benchmarking measurements
Kansas State University (KSU) constructed a facility 

with the unique capability of inserting a simplified 

oil well tool string system into a chamber that 

can be filled with bulk media including water, 

sand, and limestone. The experimental apparatus 

was simulated with MCNP and Geant4, including 

surrounding construction materials, sensors, and 

structural materials in the tool-string assembly, 

which houses gamma-ray spectrometers, thermal 

neutron sensors, and a ThermoFisher B322 pulsed 

D-T Generator.

In Prof. Hayes’ group at NCSU, a focus on novel 

detectors has resulted in a recent publication by CNEC 

Co-PI Robert B. Hayes and CNEC-supported student 

Ryan O’Mara in the journal Radiation Measurements. 

It demonstrated retrospective dosimetry at the natural 

background level with commercial surface mount 

resistors. These surface mount resistors were found to  

have sufficient TL sensitivity to enable measurement 

at the natural background level. Additionally, detection 

limits below 10 mGy with relative uncertainty at higher (1 Gy) doses in 

the range of  3% were observed and throughput estimates as low as 1 h 

were obtained. Applications of this technology for emergency response 

dosimetry or nuclear forensics were considered in this work, and results 

were shown to be sufficient to address radiophobia considerations after  

a nuclear event. 

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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Gamma-ray and neutron measurements 

were made with time synchronization to 

the neutron generator 1kHz pulse cycles. 

Collecting list-mode data, it is possible to 

isolate sensor response signatures from fast 

neutron interactions such as inelastic-scatter, 

thermalized neutron interactions such as 

prompt neutron capture gamma-rays, and 

delayed response from neutron activation. 

This enhances characteristic features from 

numerous constituents of the surrounding bulk 

material. Measurements were also collected 

with a retired 5 Ci AmBe oil-well logging 

source to represent the traditional approach.

Spectral analysis and machine learning methods
NCSU developed methods for sensor non-linearity 

correction and uncertainty quantification to 

support full-spectrum analysis. The CEAR group 

at NSCU was utilized to execute developmental 

computational and simulation analysis. Bayesian 

(Markov Chain Monte Carlo) methods were 

implemented to fit the non-linear effects of energy 

calibration in NaI(Tl) sensor response as well as 

peak broadening parameters starting with pure 

energy deposition that is output from radiation 

transport simulations.

Monte Carlo Library Least Squares (MCLLS) 

fitting was executed with the Least Absolute 

Selection and Shrinkage Operator (LASSO) 

tool and a modification of it called Elastic 

Net. Elastic Net allows variable selection 

to take place during the fitting process of 

linear models by implementing a quadratic 

penalty on certain coefficients to encourage a 

“grouping effect” and stabilize a regularization 

path in the process of fitting with libraries such 

as water, sodium, and chlorine which align 

with measurements taken at KSU. Models 

were also modified to include NaI(Tl) sensor 

activation which contributes beta continuum 

in the sensor response. Leveraging time-dependent synchronized data, time-delay windows 

were leveraged with respect to neutron pulse timing of the neutron generator to enable real-time 

background estimation.

Neutron pulses (blue) followed by gamma-ray 
detection events (orange).
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Time dependent physical processes were captured and analyzed, providing a comparison 

between different bulk material data sets. Time response provides an additional domain for 

analysis beyond energy response and can be leveraged to enhance selectivity to certain material  

of interest. The techniques implemented showed to be more sensitive to small concentrations 

of hydrogen that expected.

Gamma-ray gross count time response to a 100-microsecond neutron pulse from 
the D-T generator from tap water, salt water, sand, and limestone media (left).  
Neutron sensor response in the same time pulse duration for tap water media.

It was shown that the energy domain and time domain could be leveraged symbiotically to 

extract time-dependence of selected energy features. This helps to determine geological 

material composition as well as bulk characteristics in a single measurement.

Hydrogen peak from spectrum (left) is evaluated (center) and then its time-response is extracted (right)

Monte Carlo simulations were executed to aid in understanding of the benchmark experiments. 

Pulsed machine sources present a challenge for common radiation transport codes due to the 

need for event time-tracking, 

activation processes, and time-

dependent sensor response 

functions. In the simulation of 

integral spectra, discrepancies 

between simulation and 

measured data were improved 

when time-dependence of the 

pulsed source was taken into 

consideration.

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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At Georgia Tech, the uncertainty of neutron cross-

sections was highlighted and investigated. Methods 

were conceived and an experiment was devised that 

would allow one to unfold the integral cross-section 

of specific high-energy neutron interactions utilizing 

a machine source placed in the material in question. 

This work led to the development of machine learning 

methods to optimize multi-layer shielding and to 

modify energy dependent flux such that sources can 

be used to mimic other sources.Thus, providing a  

path for the reduction of source inventory in numerous technical applications across the globe.

Radiological dispersal device (RDD) contamination mapping
Explosive radiological release experiments were conducted at the Radiological Response Test 

Range (RRTR) at Idaho National Laboratory (INL). Methods were investigated to rapidly map the 

contamination from simultaneous dirty-bomb detonations. KSU researchers acquired aerial imagery 

and radiological measurements by UAV as well as by ground vehicle. Data from aerial photogrammetry 

and radiological data were fused and errors associated with various mapping techniques were 

compared. Collimated ground-based systems achieve more precise activity distributions (Ci/m2) 

compared to aerial measurements. However, in the 

determination of exposure rate (mR/hr) for whole 

body dose, uncollimated UAV systems can produce 

similar distributions in much less time and without 

personnel risk during the survey.

Ground-based measurements from 3 dirty-bomb  
detonations collected with a collimated scintillator 
(left). Intensity map collected by automated UAV 
flight at 4 meters above ground(right).

KSU enabled low-altitude (>1 meter) terrain-following by integrating downward range finders into 

the UAV flight controller. In addition, aerial imagery from the UAV was incorporated into the flight-

planning software to enable planned flight around obstacles in the scene. Lastly, UAV imagery  

was rendered in 3D to produce a virtual environment of the scene with radiological data inserted.

The location of radiation in an environment must be communicated along with contextual 

information such that personnel can make actionable decisions rapidly. A virtual environment 

of the Idaho National Laboratory RRTR site was created from UAV imagery, shown in the figure. 

3-D photogrammetry captured features in the scene and exposure rates throughout the site are

displayed, computed from UAV radiological data. Users can then understand the radiological

health risks associated with operations in the scene.
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Context: 
Initially the Policy Research and Education component of CNEC was 

principally focused on the development of the graduate certificate  

program in Nuclear Nonproliferation Science and Policy, led by William 

Boettcher in NCSU Political Science. However, over the past several years, 

it grew to support graduate student faculty and research, and expanded 

to include work conducted by Robert Reardon, also in NCSU Political 

Science. The Department of Nuclear Engineering and the School of Public 

and International Affairs at NCSU provided crucial support to demonstrate 

the impactful outcomes that would be possible by expanding this area in 

CNEC, and in year three, Boettcher, Reardon, and several of their students 

were able to pursue a research agenda in nuclear nonproliferation policy.

Education: 
NCSU’s Graduate Certificate in Nuclear Nonproliferation Science  

and Policy was approved by the university administration in the fall 

semester of 2016 after a year of planning and coordination between two 

departments (Nuclear Engineering and Political Science) in two colleges  

that had seldom worked together in the past. Three courses that had 

previously been listed as “special topics” in their respective departments 

were added to the course catalog: NE 541 (Nuclear Nonproliferation 

Technology & Policy), PS 560 (Nuclear Nonproliferation Policy & Process), 

and PS 561 (Nuclear Weapons Strategy and Proliferation). The objective 

of the NNSP GCP is to educate students and post-graduate professionals 

about nuclear nonproliferation from both the social science and the 

engineering perspectives. Students develop an in-depth understanding 

of the technical and policy challenges to creating and implementing 

robust international nuclear nonproliferation regimes. Their education is 

supported by assignments designed to reinforce understanding of that 

subject matter, class projects which cover key areas such as proliferation 

case studies and physical security simulations, as well as interactions with 

subject matter experts in nuclear nonproliferation technology and policy. 

To date 10 students have received the NNSP GCP: 3 from Political Science, 

5 from Nuclear Engineering, and 2 from Applied Mathematics. These 

students include military officers from the U.S. Army Nuclear Research 

and Operations functional area (FA-52). 

Student research and internships: 
Jacqueline Kempfer was the first policy student to benefit from CNEC, 

receiving funding as a research assistant and support for an internship 

with the Stimson Center in Washington, DC. She was followed by Julie 

Beeston, Madison Hissom, and Brandon Cortino. Their research projects 

included Ukraine’s Nuclear Renunciation, Chinese Nuclear Strategy, 

Nuclear Cooperation Agreements, Ballistic Missile Defense, DPRK 

Policy Research. Education, and Extension
Profs. William Boettcher and Robert Reardon, NC State University

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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Sanctions, and Hypersonic Missile Policy. An ongoing collaboration with Wes 

Spain and the Center for Global Security Research allowed Beeston, Hissom, 

and Cortino to intern at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. (Cortino also 

interned at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.) Kempfer now works for Third 

Way as a Policy Advisor in their Climate and Energy Program and discussed her 

CNEC experiences in a recent “Titans of Nuclear” podcast.

Faculty research: 
Boettcher’s initial work on the Nuclear Cooperation Agreement negotiations 

between the U.S. and Republic of Korea culminated in a co-authored special 

issue of Energy Research & Social Science. Working with another SPIA colleague, 

Mark Nance, Boettcher solicited, reviewed, and edited several manuscripts that 

appeared in the February 2017 issue titled, “Conflict, Cooperation, and Change 

in the Politics of Energy Interdependence.” Reardon’s “Threat inflation and the 

Iranian nuclear program” and Boettcher’s “Resolving potential energy conflicts 

among allies: The 2015 United States-Republic of Korea nuclear cooperation 

agreement” appeared, along with Nance and Boettcher’s introduction. Reardon 

and Mattingly collaborated on an ANS-ANTPC paper “What is the Strategic 

Utility of Reactor-Grade Plutonium?” as well. Reardon has continuing projects 

on nonproliferation and grand strategy in East Asia and third-party intelligence 

sharing with the International Atomic Energy Agency. Reardon’s research on 

proliferation in Northeast Asia was presented at an invited talk at the University  

of Southern California and on a conference panel organized by the CATO Institute.

Extension and engagement: 
CNEC frequently collaborated with the Triangle Institute for Security Studies 

(and occasionally the Nonproliferation Policy Education Center) to bring 

nonproliferation experts into the classroom. These visits included Ambassador 

Hahn Choonghee (ROK), Will Tobey, Richard Cupitt, Jim Walsh (more than once), 

Torrey Froscher, Tom Graham, and many others. We also sponsored major panel 

presentations on “Meeting the Safety and Security Challenges of Nuclear Energy 

in the 21st Century” (Charles Ferguson, William Johnson, John Ahearne, Larry 

Johnson) and “The Future of the JCPOA and Iran’s Nuclear Program” (Ariane 

Tabatabai, Jon Wolfstahl, Annie Tracy Samuel, Martin Malin). In February 2020 

we will host Ambassador Robert Gallucci for a talk on “Negotiating with North 

Korea: What We’ve Learned” and in April we expect to host another Iran panel 

with leading experts in the field. In spring 2019, CNEC co-sponsored a simulation 

with TISS titled “War on the Korean Peninsula.” This two-day event was held at 

NCSU’s James B. Hunt Jr. Library and made use of the state-of-the-art Teaching 

and Visualization Lab (TVL) and Creativity Studio. (The TVL is a black-box room 

that offers 270-degree immersive projection on three walls/five screens for a  

total of 94 linear feet of high-definition display surface. The Creativity Studio is 

a high-technology white-box room that features high-definition projectors and 

moveable walls with dry-erase whiteboard surfaces.) Thirty students, faculty,  

and alumni participated in the simulation.
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LANL hosted 21 CNEC students for internships. Ten of the 21 interned at LANL 

for at least two summers. Three of the 21 stayed for long-term internships, 

about one year or longer. In all three long-term cases, these internships only 

ended when the students were hired as post-docs or staff.

LANL internships:
Name Project Dates

Sean O’Brien (NCSU) 

Deterministic transport 
calculations of neutron 
multiplicity moments and 
sensitivities

Summer 2015

Garrett Dean (NCSU) 

Automated generation of 
radiation source terms for 
Monte Carlo simulation of 
irradiated nuclear material

Summer 2015

Erik Skau (NCSU) 
Dictionary learning and its 
applications

Summer 2015

Jacob Stinnett (UIUC) 
Use benchmark data to 
demonstrate Bayesian analysis 
of gamma ray spectra

Summer 2015

Adrian Beard (NCA&T) 

Physics modeling, design, and 
validation of correlated neutron 
measurements using Monte 
Carlo radiation transport codes

Summer 2015

Isaac Michaud (NCSU)
Using Gaussian process 
approximations for designing 
experiments

Summer 2016

Erik Skau (NCSU)
Dictionary learning and its 
applications

Summer 2016

Alex Clark (NCSU)

Using MCNP6 to estimate 
fission-inducing neutron 
energies, neutron multiplicity 
statistics, and neutron 
multiplication 

Summer 2016

Adrian Beard (NCA&T)
CNEC subcritical measurements 
at the Device Assembly Facility 
(DAF)

Summer 2016

Maria Pinilla (KSU)
Developing accurate MCNP6 
simulations of correlated data 
in fission events

Summer 2016

Laboratory Accomplishments
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
Dr. Jeffrey Favorite, LANL CNEC Liaison

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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Name Project Dates

Alex McSpaden 

(U. Michigan)

Deterministic calculations of 

neutron multiplicity statistics
Summer 2016

Isaac Michaud (NCSU)

Mutual Information Estimation 

for Sequential Experimental 

Design

Summer 2017

Dylan Hoagland 

(NCSU)

Optimizing Inexact Parallel Block 

Jacobi (IPBJ) with Vector-Level 

Concurrency Calculations

Summer 2017

Nate Hart (NCSU)
Neutron Lifetime Calculation in 

PARTISN
Summer 2017

Ryan O’Mara (NCSU)

Reconstructing Gamma-

Ray Source Material Weight 

Fractions Using Constrained 

Sensitivities

Summer 2017

Long Vo (KSU)

Neutron Resonance 

Spectroscopy for Materials 

Science

Summer 2017

Maria Pinilla (KSU)

Developing Accurate MCNP6 

Simulations of Correlated Data 

in Fission Events

Summer 2017

Sophie Weidenbenner 

(Purdue)

Analytic First Derivative of an 

(α,n) Neutron Source
Summer 2017

Katie Mummah (UIUC)

Integrating Nonproliferation 

and Safeguards Concepts into 

Reactor Lab Courses

Summer 2017

Austin Carter 

(U. Michigan)

Sensitivity Analysis of Cf-

252(sf) Neutron and Gamma 

Observables in CGMF

Summer 2017

Kyle Beyer  

(U. Michigan)

Analog Monte Carlo Thermal 

Radiation Transport
Summer 2018

Nate Hart (NCSU)

Finding High-Order Eigenpairs 

of the Alpha-Eigenvalue 

Problem in PARTISN Using 

ForTrilinos

Summer 2018

Isaac Michaud (NCSU) 

Improved Nonparametric Mutual 

Information Estimation for 

Experimental Design

Summer 2018

Ryan O’Mara (NCSU)
New Methods for Solving 

Inverse Transport Problems
Summer 2018

Aric Tate (UIUC)
Relative Efficiency Test of 

Carbon Fiber Drift Tubes
Summer 2018

Sophie Weidenbenner 

(Purdue)

Significant Second-

Order Sensitivity Analysis 

Contributions to Radiation 

Detector Responses

Summer 2018
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Name Project Dates

Nate Hart (NCSU) 

Stochastic Neutron Transport 

with Multiplet-Emitting Sources 

in PARTISN

Summer 2019

Raffi Yessayan (NCSU) 

Implementing Non-Blocking 

Communication Algorithms 

into a Parallel Red-Black Gauss-

Seidel Transport Code

Summer 2019

Jennifer Arthur 

(U. Michigan)

Subcritical measurements and 

simulations

November 2016–

February 2019

Joel Kulesza  

(U. Michigan)

Cost-optimized automated 

variance reduction tool 

benchmarking

Summer 2016–

November 2018

Alex Clark (NCSU)
Neutron multiplication in 

subcritical systems

February–

November 2018

LANL hired ten CNEC graduates and a post-doc. Of these, two post-docs and  

one post-masters have been converted to staff (another conversion package is 

being prepared). Two post-docs have left LANL. 

We fully expect the CNEC graduates who remain to have long and productive careers 

at LANL. An eleventh LANL intern was hired at Sandia National Laboratories. 

LANL hires:
Sean O’Brien was hired at Sandia National Laboratories (staff) in Summer 2016

Jacob Stinnett was hired at LANL (post-doc) in Fall 2016; since converted to staff

Alex McSpaden was hired at LANL (post-master’s) in February 2017; since converted to staff

Erik Skau was hired at LANL (post-doc) in June 2017; a conversion package is being prepared 

Tim Burke was hired at LANL (post-doc) in July 2017; since converted to staff 

Garrett Dean was hired at LANL in August 2017 (post-doc) (left LANL August 2019)

Joel Kulesza was hired at LANL in November 2018 (staff)

Isaac Michaud was hired at LANL in February 2019 (staff)

Jennifer Arthur was hired at LANL in February 2019 (post-doc) (left LANL November 2019)

Sophie Weidenbenner was hired at LANL in August 2019 (post-baccalaureate)

Alex Clark was hired at LANL in November 2019 (post-doc)

Maria Pinilla was hired at LANL in early 2020

Jeff Favorite traveled to meet faculty and students and give a seminar,  

“Jezebel: Reconstructing a Critical Experiment from 60 Years Ago,” at five CNEC  

universities: Purdue (March 2017), Kansas State (April 2018), Georgia Tech  

(Aug. 2018), Illinois Urbana-Champaign, (Oct. 2019), and NC State (Feb. 2020).

Jeff Favorite served on Alex Clark’s PhD thesis committee and will serve on  

Ryan O’Mara’s (both at NC State). Jon Dahl will serve on Nate Hart’s PhD thesis 

committee, also at NC State.

CNEC Fellow 
Dr. Alex Clark 

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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Lawrence Livermore  
National Laboratory (LLNL)
Dr. Stephan Friedrich, LLNL CNEC Liaison

LLNL formally joined the consortium in early 2017. Since then, LLNL 

has hosted 9 CNEC students for summer internships, 6 of them for two 

summers. Two of these students have turned their summer internships 

into dissertation research and are continuing at LLNL after the end of 

the CNEC consortium to complete their PhD. In addition, the two CNEC 

students Kathleeen Schmidt and Brandon Cortino have been hired after 

completing their degrees.

Kathleen Schmidt (NCSU) received her Ph.D. in Applied Mathematics and 

was hired as a post-doc at LLNL to work on uncertainty quantification, 

estimation of derivatives of noisy functions and sensitivity analysis for 

models with functional output.

Eric Davis, Simone Santos and Rita Appiah (all NCAT) worked with  

Dr. Simon Labov on developing autonomous arrays of heterogeneous 

sensors for nuclear search operations. As part of this project, they  

were characterizing the response of various detector technologies  

and integrating them into detector networks for autonomous  

monitoring of large areas.

Aaron Hellinger (KSU) has, in collaboration with his research advisor 

Dr. Jason Burke, built a mass-separating accelerator to capture, cool a 

nd trap daughters from a radioactive target for accurate analysis of  

their decay (Figure 1). For his dissertation, he will use this instrument to 

capture metastable Th-229m ions from a U-233 source. Once ions are 

trapped, specific wavelength lasers can be used to excite the Th-229m 

and measure its decay. This instrument is part of a larger research 

program to develop nuclear clocks based on Th-229m whose accuracy  

can exceed that of current atomic state-of-the-art clocks by several 

orders of magnitude.

Julie Beeston (NCSU) used her extensive Chinese language skills to work 

with the Center of Global Security Research at LLNL on understanding 

Chinese perspectives and policies on non-proliferation and explore areas 

where cooperation is possible. This is part of a larger project to develop 

a comprehensive strategy for U.S. policy in the context of Chinese 

military modernization and expansionist foreign policy.

Aaron Hellinger with 
the laser trap he helped 
build for accurate 
characterization of 
nuclear decays.
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Jacob Inman (GA Tech) worked with Dr. Natalia Zaitseva for two 

summers on the development of plastic scintillators for neutron 

detection. Specifically, he characterized and optimized the ability  

of plastic scintillator to discriminate between neutron- and gamma-

induced signals. and replace toxic liquid scintillators that are currently 

often used when pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) is required. The  

goal of this project is to develop cheap large plastic scintillators for 

sensitive searches of (neutron-emitting) nuclear materials, for example 

in portal monitors.

Ken Tran (NCSU) has worked with Dr. Sam Sakla on developing deep 

learning algorithms for automated analysis and pattern recognition 

in satellite imagery. One sample application was to look for features 

indicative of nuclear activities in satellite data from North Korea.

Nathan Hines (KSU) has conducted 

research on the development 

of large mechanically cooled 

high-purity germanium gamma 

detectors for search and 

characterization of radioactive 

materials (Figure 2). He presented 

his results on “Ge-140: A Portable, 

High-Efficiency, Mechanically-

Cooled HPGe Gamma-Ray 

Spectrometer,” at the IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium in Manchester, 

UK, in October 2019. For his dissertation, Hines will build the Ge detector 

that will be used on NASA’s “Dragonfly” mission to examine the surface 

composition of Saturn’s largest moon Titan. His LLNL research advisor 

Dr. Morgan Burks has been appointed as an adjunct professor at KSU  

to serve on Nathan’s thesis committee. 

Katherine Allen (NCSU) collaborated with Dr. Ron Wurtz for a year  

to develop novel statistical approaches to distinguish gamma- and 

neutron-induced signals in scintillating radiation detectors.

Brandon Cortino (NCSU) first contacted LLNL at one of the annual CNEC  

meetings and was hired at the LLNL Center for Global Security Research 

(CSGR) after completing his Master of International Studies. He is working  

on various projects related to U.S. non-proliferation policy towards Russia, 

since he has lived in Russia for two years and is fluent in the language.

For LLNL, one aspect that has always stood out was that CNEC was the  

consortium that seemed most interested in establishing lasting collaborations 

between the universities and the laboratory. This is reflected in the current 

dissertation research of CNEC students at LLNL, and the continuing 

relationships between LLNL scientists and CNEC faculty.

Nathan Hines mounting  
a Ge detector in the 
gold-plated mechanically-
cooled cryostat.

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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Oak Ridge NationalLaboratory (ORNL)
Dr. David Williams, ORNL CNEC Liaison

Since spring 2019 four CNEC students have been hosted at ORNL for internships as noted 

below. This October Vince Jodoin of ORNL participated in the committee for the PhD 

defense of Joseph Cope of NCSU. A summary of the interns hosted by ORNL and four 

graduates hired is listed below.

CNEC interns hosted by ORNL and CNEC graduates hired by ORNL:

These internships were distributed across nearly all CNEC universities, spanned many technical 

directorates at ORNL, and included contributions to CNEC equities as depicted below.

 Grouping of ORNL CNEC interns by topic area, university, and ORNL directorate
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CNEC as a joint “experiment in collaboration” has been a great success at 

ORNL and its impact is felt through our partnership with professors and 

interns in joint research and by the following CNEC alumni who are 

important nuclear security contributors at ORNL.

ORNL hires:
Dr. Stylianos Chatzidakis is a Weinberg Fellow at ORNL and contributes in 

a wide range of important nuclear science and security topics as a member 

of the Used Fuel Systems Group (muon imaging and advanced sensors for 

direct examination of spent fuel).

Dr. Jason Hite (right) joined the Nuclear Security Modeling Group at ORNL 

in May 2019 and supports efforts in DNN R&D data science, emergency 

response, and safeguards projects as well as efforts for DOE’s Nuclear 

Criticality and Safety Program and DTRA’s Basic Science program.

Dr. Adam Drescher joined the Nuclear Security Modeling Group at ORNL 

in January 2020 and will be supporting two DNN R&D projects: one on 

applying data analytics for safeguards and the other applying machine 

learning to data from the MINOS Venture.

Dr. Aaron Bevill joined the Radiation Transport Group at ORNL in 2017 and 

later accepted an assignment with the IAEA as a Statistical Data Evaluation 

Officer.

As the ORNL point-of-contact for CNEC I observed a few ingredients of this 

consortium’s success, and from my vantage point they were:

• Strong thrust area leads that communicated effectively and were

leaders-by-example;

• A truly independent and expert Advisory Board which was tough

when it needed to be and understanding at times when patience

and persistence was warranted;

• A dedication to improvement – especially in the support of students

to “own all their research” and communicate it effectively and

professionally;

• Engagement and support of early-career professors and national

laboratory staff;

• “Open architecture fellowships” offered by CNEC which provided

a competitive process to bring in good ideas and contributors from

any university (e.g., the Duke antineutrino thrust which leveraged

important new physics developments);

• Effective outreach between the national labs and universities that

built upon existing relationships and worked to forge new ones; and

• A cooperative spirit that evolved between national lab points-of-

contact that overcame the natural competitive forces that exist.

Dr. Jason Hite on 
graduation day.

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory (PNNL)
Dr. Robert Brigantic, PNNL CNEC Liaison

CNEC was an outstanding program which was superbly led by North 

Carolina State University. PNNL feels privileged to have had a part in 

working with various CNEC university professors and especially their 

students and those that were able to participate as interns at PNNL, not 

to mention the other national laboratory partners. Many longstanding 

relationships were established between PNNL staff members and these 

professors/students and these relationships will continue to thrive after 

the completion of the CNEC program. For instance, joint collaborations 

between PNNL and CNEC universities in response to calls for research 

proposals have been developed and submitted to not only NNSA, but 

other government sponsors as well. PNNL staff have also continued to 

stay engaged with former CNEC interns who have graduated and joined 

PNNL as well as those CNEC students who decided to move on to fill other 

positions outside of the national lab complex. CNEC collaborations also 

led to several journal publications and related conference presentations.

Over the course of the program, PNNL hosted at total of 11 different 

summer interns from all but one of the CNEC universities. These  

interns, their schools, and concise recap of their research focus follows:

Kyle Beyer (University of Michigan) worked on the Low Power 

Unattended Monitoring System (LUMS) with the focus to develop  

a next-generation low power detection system for IAEA to monitor 

spent nuclear fuel in transport from cooling to dry storage.

Eva Brayfindley (North Carolina State University) led the PNNL team that 

focused on the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Technology 

Challenge 2016 which aimed to process videos of spent fuel in cooling 

ponds captured via an Improved Cerenkov Viewing Device (ICVD) and 

turn these into a single composite image with improved resolving power, 

thus improving the confidence of item counting. This work developed 

into Eva’s dissertation topic at NC State and Eva joined PNNL as a 

fulltime staff member after she graduated. She now continues to do 

research related to nonproliferation and international safeguards.

Michael Cheng (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) assisted with the 

software development and testing for field-deployable solutions in real-

time health monitoring and treaty monitoring of nuclear fuel cylinders.

James Gilman (North Carolina State University) supported test and 

evaluation of the Nuclear Inspection Node Event SIMulator (NINESIM) tool  

designed to provide a graphical detectability and operational cost analysis 

of special nuclear material (SNM) movement through ports-of-entry. 
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Dylan Hoagland (North Carolina State University) investigated the use of 

deterministic radiation transport calculations for emission tomography 

of spent nuclear fuel, in support of nuclear safeguards. 

Lydia Lagari (Purdue University) worked on a Xenon detection project 

with objective to improve quantification of complex coincident data and 

to automatically determine the activity of four different Xe isotopes  

(Xe-131m, Xe-133, Xe133m, Xe-135). 

Diego Laramore (Kansas State University) investigated the properties of  

the crystalline scintillation material CLYC based low-profile detectors. 

Khalil McMillan (North Carolina A&T State University) conducted 

research on Network Analysis on Nuclear Scientists which evaluated 

the relationships between nuclear scientists globally through relative 

conferences participation.

Erik Medhurst (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) supported  

work related to the Visual Sample Plan (VSP) and interfacing this with 

the Microsoft Hololens that will make the sample collection process 

easier and quicker. 

Nick Meyer (North Carolina State University) conducted research on 

Cooperative Search Strategies for Pursuing Adversarial Evaders with 

the goal to develop real-time, adaptive search strategies to minimize  

the time-to-capture of adversarial evaders.

Karl Roth (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) conducted research 

related the SoftWare for Optimization of Radiation Detectors (SWORD) 

and the Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) for use in the new software tool 

called Nuclear Inspection Node Event SIMulator (NINESIM).

CNEC Interns* and PNNL Mentors at PNNL 
Touring the USS Triton Sail

All of these CNEC summer interns at PNNL were also able to participate 

in various activities to further enhance their knowledge and experience 

in nonproliferation, to include short technical tutorials on various topics 

(machine learning, optimization, discrete event simulation, and creating 

Shiny apps in R) and tours to include the B Reactor National Historic 

Landmark, the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory  

(LIGO) at Hanford, and the USS Triton Submarine Memorial Park.

Left to right: Robert 
Brigantic, Deb Fagan, Lydia 
Lagari*, Erik Medhurst*, 
James Gilman*, Mitch 
Myjak, Dylan Hoagland*, 
and Sarah Cederbloom

https://www.cnec.ncsu.edu/
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Outreach Accomplishments
Lisa Marshall, CNEC Director of Outreach

One of the CNEC Outreach goals is to impact educators as well as pre-college and 

undergraduate students. To this end, the CNEC Outreach Director, Lisa Marshall, has been 

integrating initiatives into established programs as well as collaborating with national, 

regional and local STEM-based organizations. To establish a continual awareness of  

non-proliferation topics – nuclear safety and. security, shielding and monitoring.

Young Investigators’ Summer in Nuclear Engineering
This three-week residential academic program of lectures, labs, small group projects 

and industrial field trips. CNEC topics are included through technical lectures by Drs. 

Robert Hayes & Ge Yang; overview including policy by Ms. Lisa Marshall. Prof. Hayes 

has established a radiation monitoring project and Prof. Yang has expressed interest 

in developing a group project. There continues to be national high school junior and 

senior student representation from such states as NC, NY, MN, FL, CT, NJ, KY, IL, WA, 

MD, VA, SC, TN. The number participating each summer is 18-22.

Science Class Visits
Throughout the academic year, AP Chemistry and AP Physics teachers spend on 

average 1.5 hours, with their classes, in our laboratories – an overview presentation, 

the Nuclear Reactor Program, the Nuclear Engineering Simulation Laboratory and/or 

another available laboratory (e.g. nuclear materials or radiation monitoring). The 

annual contact number is 400-500 students.

American Nuclear Society
The annual American Nuclear Society (ANS) Student Conference draws 400-500 

student attendees. Incorporation into the career fair (academic program opportunity) 

and Graduate School 101 (overview of nuclear-related programs) are conducted. This 

incorporation occurred in 2017 (University of Pittsburgh), 2018 (University of Florida), 

2019 (Virginia Commonwealth University) and will in 2020 at NC State University. 

Other Outreach Activities
Participation in the Nuclear Science Week, Engineers’ Week (including the ‘Introduce  

a Girl to Engineering’ day and Future Cities’ regional finals), and the Global Day of 

the Engineer.

Student Ambassadors
Special thanks to the undergraduate and graduate students who continue to assist 

in these outreach activities. They lend their time and efforts in various forums to 

excite and share their research as well as mentor. They include, Samuel Joseph  

Cope, Vincent DiNova, Ryan O’Mara, Bianca Cruz, Fatma Abdelraham, Jason Hite  

and Alexander Clark.
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